Text: Daniel 2  
Subject: Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream  
Dole Notes: Volume: 4  Chapter: 89  Page: 64  
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5  

Basic Supplies:  
- glue  
- markers  
- paper  
- paint  
- glitter: silver, gold and “bronze” (gold mixed with red glitter)  
- glue & water (1/2 & half)  
- glue brushes  

Teacher Preparation:  
- mix glitter (bronze)  
- draw statue outline (if desired)  
- mix glue  
- could cut a stencil for basic shape  

Procedure:  
- paint head with glue, sprinkle gold  
- paint arms with glue, sprinkle silver  
- paint middle with glue, sprinkle with “bronze”  
- color in legs, black  
- color in feet, black and red or grey  
- when dry, teacher cuts into a puzzle  

Notes: use only markers, if glitter is too time consuming. (Puzzle represents statue being destroyed.)  
Music: first song:  
Lori’s tape: Three Ages; Pharaoh’s Dream (compare)  